Abstract
Structural phase transitions where the low-symmetry phase exhibits a physical quantity not present in the high-symmetry phase can be parametrized in terms of that quantity (called the order parameter). If this physical quantity can be described in terms of axis, magnitude, and binary sign, then it can be associated to one of eight vectors and bidirectors, also called vectorlike quantities. By reason of symmetry, an exhaustive search can determine the rules governing which "species" of structural phase transition allow or disallow spontaneous components of said quantity. In this talk, I will introduce the eight vectorlike quantities, the finite list of species of structural phase transitions including time-reversal symmetry, and lastly share some recent work that determines the irreducible character of these quantities in terms of the 122 Heesch-Shubnikov point groups. The aim of this research is to provide a framework, tools, and data useful to researchers in their hunt for exotic material properties such as ferroelectric skyrmions and electromagnons.
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